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Abstract

Background. Pathfinding plays a big role in both digital games and robotics, and is
used in many different ways. One of them is multi-goal pathfinding (MGPF) which is
used to calculate paths from a start position to a destination with the condition that
the resulting path goes though a series of goals on the way to the destination. For
the most part research on this topic is sparse, and when the complexity is increased
through obstacles that are introduced to the scenario, there are only a few articles
in the field that relate to the problem.
Objectives. The objective in this thesis is to conduct an experiment to compare
four algorithms for solving the MGPF problem on six different maps with obstacles,
and then analyze and draw conclusions on which of the algorithms is best suited to
use for the MGPF problem. The first is the traditional Nearest Neighbor algorithm,
the second is a variation on the Greedy Search algorithm, and the third and fourth
are variations on the Nearest Neighbor algorithm.
Methods. To reach the Objectives all the four algorithms are tested fifty times on
six different maps of varying sizes and obstacle layout.
Results. The data from the experiment is compiled in graphs for all the different
maps, with the time to calculate a path and the path lengths as the metrics. The
averages of all the metrics are put in tables to visualize the difference between the
results for the four algorithms.
Conclusions. The conclusions were that the dynamic version of the Nearest Neigh-
bor algorithm has the best result if both the metrics are taken into account. Oth-
erwise the common Nearest Neighbor algorithm gives the best results in respect to
the time taken to calculate the paths and the Greedy Search algorithm creates the
shortest paths of all the tested algorithms.

Keywords: multi-goals, pathfinding, nearest neighbor algorithms
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Pathfinding plays an important role in artificial intelligence development, including
in robotics and video games [2]. It refers to the practice of finding the shortest path
from a starting point to an ending point in the fastest possible time [10]. There are
three main evaluation metrics for pathfinding techniques: time taken to calculate
the path, memory overhead while calculating the path, and how short the resulting
path is. Depending on what the purpose of a given pathfinding task is, the relative
importance of optimizing each of these metrics may differ.

One version of pathfinding is multi-goal pathfinding (MGPF) [5]. MGPF requires
the path to pass through a number of checkpoints, often referred to as goal nodes,
before reaching the end node. Most often research on this topic is done focused
solely on a cost value, usually represented by distance, determining what node that
is the most efficient to move to next. In this case, the smallest possible total cost
determines how an optimal path would be created.

The basic MGPF scenario relates closely to the Travelling Salesman Problem
(TSP) [1]. TSP deals with the problem of a salesman trying to visit a number of
cities while travelling the shortest possible distance. The TSP deals with a scenario
that has a start node and a number of goal nodes that must be passed through, but
no specified final node. Because of the story the TSP tells, the goal nodes are often
referred to as cities. As long as all nodes are passed through, the problem can be
solved with any of the nodes as the final node. Algorithms that are used for the
TSP can therefore not be used on their own to effectively solve MGPF. A simple
solution to this problem is connecting the start and final node to each other before
running a TSP algorithm and then removing that connection once the paths have
been calculated. Through this method many algorithms that are designed for the
TSP can work seamlessly for MGPF.

TSP is used in a wide variety of different fields to calculate the most cost-efficient
ways to solve problems. These applications include fields like DNA sequencing, mi-
crochip soldering, planning and logistics [6]. For each of these fields the "cities" being
visited and the "cost" to visit them are representations of something different in the
real application. For example in microchip soldering, the "cities" represent points
on the microchip, the "cost" represents the time taken to complete the soldering at
the given point, and the "salesman" represents the machine arm that performs the
soldering. The basic TSP idea can be directly applied to the real world. For example
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

when considering how to efficiently schdule one’s travels, or how to set up fiber optic
cables with the smallest total length of cable used. However TSP is usually altered
in a number of ways to apply to specific scenarios. For example there are variants
of TSP where the agent needs to return to the start node intermittently instead of
directly visiting all of the goal nodes right away. A scenario such as this can simulate
how a truck that needs to fill up its supply of gas or restock the product that it is
delivering might handle distributing goods.

The research on MGPF is particularly sparse when obstacles are introduced into
the scenario [20]. Distance between nodes is no longer the only factor to consider in
this case. Just like for the TSP, to find an optimal path an algorithm must be used
to determine in which order the nodes should be visited between the start and goal
node. However with obstacles in the environment scenarios can occur where two goal-
nodes can be very close to each other while an obstacle is blocking the path between
them, meaning moving from one of these nodes to the other may be an inefficient
choice. There are many possible solutions for figuring out how to correctly sort the
goal-nodes. The aim of this thesis is to investigate which node-sorting algorithm
that performs best on the metrics of time taken to calculate a path and the length
of the completed path. These two metrics are chosen because the scope of the thesis
only allows for two metrics to be analyzed. The research questions that are to be
answered are:

• Which node-sorting algorithm requires the shortest amount of time to calculate
paths on average in environments with obstacles?

• Which node-sorting algorithm calculates the shortest paths on average in en-
vironments with obstacles?

These questions are stated to decide what algorithm is the best to use in a situ-
ation where a path must be found that goes through a number of goal points before
reaching an end point. Four node-sorting algorithms are to be compared with each
other on the metrics of time taken to find the completed path, and length of the
calculated path. The length of the path determines how optimized the path is, with
a shorter length being a more efficient path, while the time taken to find the path
measures how computationally efficient the chosen algorithm is. While both of these
metrics are important in pathfinding, which one is valued more than the other will
depend on the scenario it is needed for. Two of the tested node-sorting algorithms,
Nearest Neighbor and Greedy Search, are chosen because they are well known algo-
rithms used in the TSP problem. The other two algorithms, A*-Sort and Dynamic
Nearest Neighbor, are selected to see if variations of the Nearest Neighbor algorithm
can provide good results on maps with obstacles. Once the node order is decided,
all of the algorithms that are to be tested will use A* [11] to calculate the paths
between the nodes.

Setting up and conducting the experiment as well as processing the gathered data
will be broken into objectives. The objectives of the experiment are as follows:

• Create a test environment where map images can be parsed into grids.
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• Implement a version of A* that will be used for all the algorithms.

• Implement the four algorithms that will be compared in the experiment.

• Create support for map and goal-node randomization.

• Test the algorithms on these maps and gather data on time taken and path
length.

• Process the data in tables and graphs to represent the findings.

• Draw conclusions on the strengths and weaknesses of the tested algorithms.

The practical applications to research in this area could be for example planning
where to place telephone lines or other types of cables or planning travel routes,
either for personal reasons or for product distribution, when certain areas are off
limits. The standard TSP assumes a scenario where the salesman can travel freely
across the map in any way it pleases but realistically when placing phone lines or
other cables one is likely to not be free to place them anywhere, but will instead be
forced to stay within certain bounds.





Chapter 2

Related Work

There exists many different variations of pathfinding, of which two are multi-agent
pathfinding (MAPF) and multi-goal pathfinding (MGPF). The former has to do with
multiple agents that search for a path in the same environment with the condition
that they are not allowed to collide with each other. Some articles in the field of
MAPF are [24], [25] and [8]. The second type is MGPF, and is a problem that is
usually divided into two different categories, a multi-agent or a single agent problem.
The former refers to a scenario where multiple agents search for different goal nodes
from a collective start position. Essentially this approach creates multiple paths from
the start point [20]. The single agent problem is when one agent searches for a path
that goes through all the goal nodes and then ends at a specified destination [5], [26],
[12]. The experiment done in this thesis uses a single agent and is therefore in the
category of single agent multi-goal pathfinding. Single agent MGPF closely relates
to the TSP with the difference that an end "city" is specified.

TSP is a famous mathematical problem that was first formulated by the two
mathematicians Sir William Rowan Hamilton and Thomas Penyngton Kirkman as
can be seen in the book titled Graph Theory [3]. The problem was first studied by
Karl Menger in Vienna and Harvard where he proposed a solution for solving the
problem. It was later promoted by Hassler Whitney and Merrill Flood at Princeton
[23]. In 1954 George Dantzig, Delbert Ray Fulkerson and Selmer M. Johnson de-
veloped the cutting plane method as a solution to the TSP [19]. The cutting plane
method is a famous algorithm that searches for flaws in the tour and correcting them
until an optimal tour is found. In this thesis the cutting plane method is not used
because it was concluded that the standard method to calculate if the tour is optimal
would take too long to do with obstacles involved. Some years after that in 1972
Richard M. Karp proved that the TSP is NP-complete in his paper "Reducibility
among combinatorial problems" [13]. NP stands for Non-deterministic polynomial
time and a problem is NP-complete when there exist no know way of solving the
problem in polynomial time. The fact that the TSP is NP-complete means that it
can not be solved quickly if an exact solution is asked for, but it can be verified
whether a solution exists or not. From that point much research has been done in
the field with new ways of solving the TSP like the Lin-Kernighan heuristic [21] in
1973. Lin-Kernighan solves the TSP by swapping sub-tours until a reasonable path
is found. A sub-tour is a tour that makes up part of a larger tour. It is a gener-
alization of the 2-opt [7] and 3-opt method of solving the TSP. It was decided that
the experiment conducted for this thesis would not use the Lin-Kernighan heuristic
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6 Chapter 2. Related Work

because of how long it would take to calculate all the paths and then swapping the
sub-tours to find the shortest.

An example on previous works that are related to MGPF is the Oudom Kem,
Flavien Balbo and Antoine Zimmermann article [15] where they propose a structure
to make it possible, with the help of the web, to find which goals the path shall go
through in a Cyber, Physical and Social (CPS) environment. The proposed structure
takes into account not only the position of the goals but also the resources from the
web, so a path for the specified person can be made. They have also built upon
the solution with Pierre Nagellen in [16] by including a multi-layer search with A*
over their model for a spatial structure for the environment, CPS entities, and the
relationship among them as a graph. By doing this the size of the environment can
be bigger without too much loss of time when calculating the paths. Another of their
works is [14] where they propose a collaborative multi-agent search to the latency
problem in ubiquitous environments that are composed of CPS entities. The work
builds on their previous work where instead of a single agent working to calculate a
path, multiple agents access resources from the web to minimize the latency of the
collection of data to make it possible to later calculate the path.

One of the algorithms in this thesis that solves a single agent MGPF problem is
a variant of Codognet’s solution [5] of the MGPF problem. In Codognet’s solution
the agent does not know where the obstacles are and therefore needs to be able to
see them first to then be able to calculate a path to go around them. If a new goal
is closer on its way to the current goal it moves to that instead. Both algorithms are
similar to the Nearest Neighbor algorithm [17].

The experiment in this thesis used a number of well known algorithms within
the field of pathfinding and the TSP. Of the algorithms used in this thesis, the A*
algorithm [11] is the most famous among them and is used with the other algorithms
to calculate the path between two points. Other well known algorithms used are the
Nearest Neighbor algorithm [22] as well as a variation of the Greedy Search algorithm
[4].



Chapter 3

Method

In order to answer the two research questions an experiment is to be conducted with
two methods for gathering data. Both methods make use of six different grid maps
where each of the algorithms are tested on the central processing unit (CPU). A
start point, an end point, and seven goal points are to be randomized fifty times for
each algorithm on each map. The choice to use seven goal nodes was made because
it needs to be enough goal nodes for them to have a notable impact on the path
calculations, but not too many because otherwise the path calculations will take too
long. A set of fifty iterations per algorithm on each map is done because enough
data is needed to draw meaningful averages and conclusions. Too few would lead to
inconclusive data, and too many would require too much time to gather the data.
Measures are taken to make sure none of these points are placed on top of each
other or on an obstacle. To answer the research question regarding calculation time,
the algorithms will be timed for each of their fifty iterations on each map, and the
information will be saved in a text file. The time taken is between the start of the
algorithm running to when the path is completed. It does not include writing to files,
but does include using A* for its path calculations. The second research question is
answered using the same map and goal points, but by instead calculating how many
grid cells long the resulting paths become for each algorithm on each map and then
saving it along with the time in a text file. The implementation procedure for the
experiment is shown in Figure 3.1.

To execute this experiment, the four algorithms that are to be tested as well as the
maps they are to be tested on need to be implemented in code. The A* pathfinding
algorithm was used to find the final paths for all of the four tested algorithms. The
A* is a commonly used algorithm for finding efficient paths between nodes on maps
with and without obstacles.

The A* algorithm uses an open list and a closed list in its path calculation. The
closed list includes all of the nodes that have been visited, and the open list consists
of all the nodes that are available to move to but have not yet been visited. To figure
out which node to add to the closed list, the A* algorithm uses three metrics for
each node. The first of these metrics is referred to as a G-cost, and is the distance
from the given node to the starting node. The second metric is called an H-cost and
is the distance from the given node to the ending node. Lastly, there is an F-cost
which is the sum of the node’s G-cost and H-cost.

The algorithm searches through the open list and picks the node with the smallest
F-cost and adds it to the closed list, while remembering the node it moved from to
reach the new node. The process is repeated until a full path from the start node
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8 Chapter 3. Method

Figure 3.1: Overview of the Experiment.

to the end node is completed. The steps in pseudocode are detailed in Algorithm 1
and a visual example can be seen in Figure A.1 under Appendix A.

Algorithm 1 A* Algorithm
1: function calculateAStar(startNode, endNode)
2: openList← Add startNode
3: closedList← Add startNode
4: while openList is not empty do:
5: chosenNode = The node in openList with the smallest F-value
6: Remove the chosenNode from the openList
7: closedList← Add chosenNode
8: if chosenNode == endNode then
9: finalPath = List with the endNode and all of it’s parents

10: return finalPath
11: for Node in chosenNodes adjacent nodes do:
12: if Node is not in closedList then
13: Calculate new G, H and F values for the Node
14: if Node F-value is bigger than the new F-value then
15: Update Node G, H and F values with the new ones
16: Set Node parent as chosenNode
17: chosenNode = Node
18: return an empty path
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3.1 The Tested Algorithms

The four node-sorting algorithms are coded in C++. To mitigate the possibility that
the algorithms’ performance would be based on how they were implemented, all the
algorithms in the experiment used the same data structures.

The algorithms that are tested all use A* to calculate their final paths, but use
different methods to figure out which order to visit the goal nodes along the way.
The node-sorting algorithms that are to be tested in this thesis are explained in this
section.

3.1.1 A*-Sort

The first algorithm that is to be tested in this experiment uses the A* algorithm
from the current node to calculate a path to each of the available goal nodes, and
then chooses the node which it finds the shortest path to. The process is repeated
until all of the goal nodes are visited, and then finally the end node is selected. This
algorithm can be seen as a variation on the Nearest Neighbor algorithm which is
commonly used to solve the TSP problem. The key difference is that the standard
Nearest Neighbor algorithm uses euclidean distance whereas this algorithm uses the
length of the path. In this thesis this node-sorting algorithm is referred to as A*-Sort
(AS). The process that the implementation of AS followed can be seen in Algorithm 2
and a visual example of how the algorithm works with two goal points is shown in
Figure 3.2.

Algorithm 2 A*-Sort
1: function calculateAStarSort(startNode, endNode, goalNodes)
2: currentNode = startNode
3: finalPath = Empty list of nodes
4: while goalNodes is not empty do:
5: path = Empty path
6: for Node in goalNodes do:
7: tempPath = calculateAStar(currentNode, Node)
8: if tempPath.length() < path.length() then
9: chosenNode = Node

10: path = tempPath
11: finalPath← Add path
12: currentNode = chosenNode
13: goalNodes.erase(chosenNode)
14: finalPath← Add calculateAStar(currentNode, endNode)
15: return finalPath

3.1.2 Dynamic Nearest Neighbor

The second algorithm use a dynamic selection method similar to Codognet’s solution
in which it select which node to move to based on which node is closest to it. Then
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(a) Calculate paths with A* from the ’Start’
node to all the other unvisited nodes except
the ’End’ node.

(b) Choose the shortest of the paths and
repeat the process until there is only the
’End’ node left. Then the path from the
current node to the ’End’ node is chosen.

Figure 3.2: Visual example for the A*-Sort algorithm with two goal points. Where
(a) shows the first step in the algorithm and the (b) shows the final path.

it recalculated which node to move to if another node is found to be closer than the
initial goal node at any point along the path to the initial goal node. The mentioned
algorithm is the only algorithm that is tested that had the ability to switch which
node it is moving to during its path calculation. The algorithm is referred to as the
Dynamic Nearest Neighbor (DNN) algorithm because of the algorithms similarities
with the Nearest Neighbor algorithm. The pseudocode of the DNN can be seen
in Algorithm 3. In Figure 3.3 the algorithm is visualized with two goal points. It
describes how the algorithm selected the first goal point and what the final path
looks like in the end.

Algorithm 3 Dynamic Nearest Neighbor
1: function calculateDNN(startNode, endNode, goalNodes)
2: currentNode = startNode
3: finalPath = List containing only startNode
4: while goalNodes is not empty do:
5: for Node in goalNodes do:
6: if Distance from currentNode to Node < shortest distance found then:
7: chosenNode = Node
8: path = calculateAStar(currentNode, chosenNode)
9: for Node in path do

10: if Node is closer to a traversable goal != chosenNode then
11: path = calculateAStar(currentNode, Node)
12: chosenNode = Node
13: break
14: finalPath← Add path
15: currentNode = chosenNode
16: goalNodes.erase(chosenNode)
17: finalPath← Add calculateAStar(currentNode, endNode)
18: return finalPath
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(a) Calculates the distance to
every goal point in the map
from the ’Start’ node and cre-
ate a path with A* to the
node with the shortest dis-
tance.

(b) Step through the path
and after each step compare
the distance to all the nodes
with the shortest distance. If
a shorter distance is found
make a path to the new node
instead.

(c) Repeat the process until
there is only the ’End’ node
left. Then the path from
the current node to the ’End’
node is chosen.

Figure 3.3: Visual example for the Dynamic Nearest Neighbor algorithm with two
goal points. Where (a) and (b) shows how the fist goal point is chosen and (c) shows
the final path.

3.1.3 Greedy Search

A version of Greedy Search is used, it begins by connecting the start node and the
end node together. To be able to guarantee that the created path begins with the
start node and ends with the end node. When the connection have been made all
possible paths between the start, end and goal nodes is calculated and sorted by the
paths length. The algorithm chooses repeatedly the shortest of the paths and add it
to the final path if two conditions is met until a path through all the nodes has been
made. The conditions is; the chosen path is not connected to nodes that have two
connections and the path is not allowed to create a closed loop, a path where not
all of the nodes is used. When all the nodes have two connections the connection
between the start node and end node is removed. In this thesis this algorithm is
referred to as the Greedy Search (GS) algorithm. The pseudocode of the GS can be
seen in Algorithm 4 and a visual example with two goal points is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Algorithm 4 Greedy Search
1: function calculateGS(startNode, endNode, goalNodes)
2: goalNodes← Add startNode
3: goalNodes← Add endNode
4: allPaths = List of all possible paths between the goalNodes
5: Sort allPaths by path length, with shortest first
6: selectedPaths = Empty List of paths
7: selectedPaths← Add path between the startNode and the endNode
8: Connect the startNode and endNode together
9: while selectedPaths is not empty do:

10: for path in allPaths do:
11: if start node of path and end node of path is not connected then
12: if not path between start node of path and end node of path exist

or selectedPaths.size() == goalNodes.size() - 1 then
13: Add path to selectedPaths
14: Remove path from allPaths
15: if start node of path has two connections then
16: Remove all paths in allPaths that has the start node of path as a start-

or end-node
17: if end node of path has two connections then
18: Remove all paths in allPaths that has the end node of path as a start-

or end-node
19: Remove the path that is between the startNode and endNode
20: Sort the paths in selectedPaths so they go from the startNode to the endNode
21: finalPath = Empty list of positions
22: for path in selectedPaths do:
23: if finalPath.back() != start node of path then
24: Append path in reverse to finalPath
25: if finalPath.back() == start node of path then
26: Append path to finalPath
27: Return finalPath
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(a) Connect the ’Start’ node
with the ’End’ node and cre-
ate a path with A* between
them.

(b) Calculate all the possi-
ble paths with A* from all
the nodes that has fewer than
2 connections. Choose the
path that is shortest(Green)
and connect the two nodes
that the path is between.

(c) Repeat the process until
all the nodes has two con-
nections. Remove the path
and connection between the
’Start’ and ’End’ node.

Figure 3.4: Visual example for the Greedy Search algorithm with two goal points.
Where (a) is the first thing the algorithm does, (b) shows how the first goal point is
chosen and (c) shows the final path.

3.1.4 Nearest Neighbor

The final algorithm that is tested is the traditional Nearest Neighbor algorithm which
is a commonly known algorithm used in the TSP. It calculates a path by starting
with the start node, from there choosing the goal node that is closest to it and only
calculating a path between the current node and the closest. The process repeats
until only the end node is left. Then a path is made with A* from the current node
to the end node, and with that a path has been created. In this thesis it is referred
to by the abbreviation NN. The pseudocode of the NN can be seen in Algorithm 5
and a visual example with two goal points is shown in Figure 3.5.

Algorithm 5 Nearest Neighbor
1: function calculateNN(startNode, endNode, goalNodes)
2: currentNode = startNode
3: finalPath = List containing only startNode
4: while goalNodes is not empty do:
5: for Node in goalNodes do:
6: if Distance from currentNode to Node < shortest distance found then:
7: chosenNode = Node
8: finalPath← Add calculateAStar(currentNode, chosenNode)
9: currentNode = chosenNode

10: goalNodes.erase(chosenNode)
11: finalPath← Add calculateAStar(currentNode, endNode)
12: returnfinalPath
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(a) Calculates the distance to every goal
point in the map from the ’Start’ node and
create a path with A* to the node with the
shortest distance.

(b) Repeat the process until there is only the
’End’ node left. Then the path from the cur-
rent node to the ’End’ node is chosen.

Figure 3.5: Visual example for the Nearest Neighbor algorithm with two goal points.
Where (a) shows how the first goal point is chosen and (b) shows the final path.

3.2 Maps

To test the four algorithms a test environment is created in a game engine called
the Godot engine [9], because of its simplicity. The test environment consists of a
customizable two dimensional grid. The Godot engine uses its own scripting language
called GDScript which resembles Python. GDScript along with the tools in the scene
editor are used to create support for two dimensional grids of varying sizes, as well
as functionality for randomizing maps via a customizable noise function that can be
found in the Godot engine.

The experiment is done on a total of six maps, split into three categories. These
categories are Noise Maps, Labyrinth Maps, and Sparse Object Maps. Each of these
map types has a small version and a large version, making a total of six maps. All
the six maps are created as black and white image files which the test environment
translate into grid maps. Each pixel in the image files represent one grid cell, where
the black pixels represent obstacles and the white pixels represent traversable cells.

3.2.1 Labyrinth Maps

Labyrinths are used to test complex cases where obstacles are covering most of the
map. Labyrinths are therefore in large contrast to the maps with the sparse objects.
They are generated using a website [18] that took in the size of the labyrinth in pixels
as a parameter. It generates a picture that is then parsed via code into a traversable
map for the experiment.

The two labyrinths used in the experiment are 101x101 and 301x301 pixels large.
Both maps have one pixel more than the other maps because the website that the
maps are generated by only allows labyrinths that has dimensions of an odd value.
Though this differs from the size of the other maps, it should not have a negative
impact on the end results. The reason for this is that the experiment looks at
the ratios between the results of the algorithms on each map, and even though the
labyrinth maps will be a pixel larger, all of the algorithms will be tested on them
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and compared to each other just like they are on the other maps.

3.2.2 Noise Maps

A noise function is used to make two maps that simulate real terrain. The Godot
engine’s native noise function is used. It has input parameters that determine how the
noise is generated. These parameters are octaves, period and persistence. The octave
parameter decides how many noise layers that are sampled to get the fractal noise.
The period determines the frequency of the noise and persistence is the contribution
factor of the different octaves. The two maps in this experiment are made with the
noise function and uses the values 10, 30 and 0.6 as the octave, period and persistence
input parameters for the noise function. The values for the parameters were selected
based on how similar the map is to real terrain.

To secure that all the traversable cells in the map are reachable from every other
traversable cell, the map needed to go through a validation process after the noise
function has been used. The process validates the map by calculating how many
groups of traversable cells exists in the map. If there only is one group then all the
traversable cells in the map are reachable. If not then the groups are connected with
each other by changing the non-traversable cells between them to traversable cells,
so that a path between the groups is created. When all groups are connected with
each other either directly or through other groups, then all the traversable cells are
reachable from every other traversable cell.

Of the two maps, the smaller one is 100x100 pixels and the bigger is 300x300
pixels, where one pixel is one cell in the map.

3.2.3 Sparse Object Maps

Sparse object maps are used to test if the algorithms would perform different if the
amount of obstacles in the map is reduced. The maps are generated by assigning
randomized values to every cell in the map that determines if that pixel should be
an obstacle or not. The decision is made with a factor that decides the density of the
traversable cells. Both the small and the big map uses a factor of 0.79 which meant
that 21 percent of the two maps consisted of obstacles.

To ensure that all cells that are not an obstacle are reachable by the calculated
path, the same method that is used for the noise maps is used on the two randomized
maps. As the previous maps, the two randomized maps are of the sizes 100x100 and
300x300 pixels.





Chapter 4
Results

All MGPF algorithms in this thesis are tested on a laptop with Windows 10 x64,
Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-8300H CPU @ 2.30GHz processor and 8GB RAM. The test
program runs on Godot Engine v3.1.stable.official where all the path calculations
run on separate threads, created by the Godot Engine, separated from the graphics
with the input parameter Thread.PRIORITY_HIGH. The A* algorithm used in this
thesis uses a standard Euclidean distance as a heuristic function.

The experiment measured the time taken to calculate a path in seconds and the
length of each path in cells traversed. Every path has one start point and seven goal
points that the path need to go through before it reaches the end point. The seven
goal points are placed randomly on each iteration of the maps, and in every iteration,
all of the algorithms use the same placement of the goal points. For a more accurate
result the algorithms are tested fifty times on every map, where one test is referred
to as one iteration, where each iteration includes the result data and creation of a
graph for each algorithm on every map. After an experiment has been done with all
algorithms on a map, the test program creates a text file that has the data structured
in a way that allows for easy creation of graphs.

The experiment is conducted on three different types of maps as mentioned in
the Method section. The smaller maps is shown below in Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3 and
Figure 4.1, while the bigger maps is shown in Figure B.1, Figure B.2 and Figure B.3
under Appendix B.

Figure 4.1: Smaller
labyrinth map, with size
of 101x101 pixels.

Figure 4.2: Smaller noise
map, with size of 100x100
pixels.

Figure 4.3: Smaller sparse
objects map, with size of
100x100 pixels.

The data gathered from the six maps are separated by algorithm type and metric
to create tables that are easy to work with. The data for each map and metric are
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graphed to get a clear picture of how the algorithms performed. After the graphs
are made, the average values for each metric are calculated and put into a table to
further clarify the performance of the algorithms on each map. The key findings of
the gathered data are then stated for each metric on each map.

4.1 Labyrinth Maps

Figure 4.4: Comparison of time taken for
the algorithms to calculate their paths on
the smaller labyrinth map

Figure 4.5: Comparison of calculated
path length for the algorithms on the
smaller labyrinth map

Metrics AS DNN GS NN
Time (seconds) 0.7277 0.6258 0.6744 0.1275
Length (cells) 3083.50 2694.64 2355.60 3099.60

Table 4.1: Average results for small labyrinth map

Figure 4.6: Comparison of time taken for
the algorithms to calculate their paths on
the larger labyrinth map

Figure 4.7: Comparison of calculated
path length for the algorithms on the
larger labyrinth map
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Metrics AS DNN GS NN
Time (seconds) 7.967 26.692 7.617 1.290
Length (cells) 18542.24 16898.88 15481.82 19322.52

Table 4.2: Average results for big labyrinth map

The time taken to calculate the paths differs significantly on the smaller map
as can be seen in Figure 4.4. It is clear that the NN algorithm performed best on
the metric of time. The GS and AS algorithms performance is very similar, with
the GS algorithm having a more effective overall performance in both the metrics.
Lastly, the DNN algorithm varied in its time taken to create a path. On the bigger
map (Figure 4.6) the same trends are shown, however the variance in the speed of
the DNN algorithm is even more prominent. The speed varied from a lowest value
of 1.39 s to a highest value of 108 s which shows that the DNN algorithm can be
extremely unreliable in terms of calculation speed.

On the path length metric the algorithms performed somewhat similarly but the
GS algorithm produced the shortest paths on average. NN predictably has mixed
results while the results for AS and DNN are in the middle of the pack. The data
can be seen in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.7. NN on average produced the longest paths,
however on some iterations AS created longer paths. DNN varied from being on par
with GS for the shortest path to having the same length of the path as NN.

4.2 Noise Maps

Figure 4.8: Comparison of time taken for
the algorithms to calculate their paths on
the smaller noise map

Figure 4.9: Comparison of calculated
path length for the algorithms on the
smaller noise map

Metrics AS DNN GS NN
Time (seconds) 3.554 0.531 3.363 0.445
Length (cells) 418.58 357.94 335.2 376.76

Table 4.3: Average results for small noise map
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of time taken for
the algorithms to calculate their paths on
the larger noise map

Figure 4.11: Comparison of calculated
path length for the algorithms on the
larger noise map

Metrics AS DNN GS NN
Time (seconds) 48.864 16.571 46.226 6.827
Length (cells) 1713.20 1549.14 1415.04 1794.16

Table 4.4: Average results for big noise map

The algorithms split quite evenly into two camps on the time taken metric on the
noise maps. On the smaller map the DNN and NN algorithms both took significantly
less time to calculate their paths compared to AS and GS (Figure 4.8). GS and AS
took about four to five times as long to calculate a path compared to DNN and NN.
Within the groups, NN calculated the paths faster than DNN as expected, and GS
calculated the paths faster than AS.

On the larger map the same split is still present, but the DNN algorithm is a lot
more varying in its result as seen in Figure 4.10. NN calculated the paths faster in
comparison to the other algorithm on this map, and AS ended up being the slowest in
almost every case, only occasionally being faster than GS. Just like on the labyrinth
maps, the DNN algorithm has very varying performance, ranging from 4.24 s at its
fastest to 86.5 s at its slowest.

The four algorithms are a lot more even on the metric of path length (Figure 4.9,
Figure 4.11). On the smaller map the AS algorithm calculated the longest paths on
average while the GS algorithm calculated the shortest paths. The NN algorithm
performed nearly as poorly as AS but produced marginally shorter paths. Likewise
the DNN performed about as well as the GS but created longer paths. On the larger
map similar results were found, however the NN algorithm produced longer paths.
The NN created the longest paths of all the algorithms on the larger maps.
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4.3 Sparse Objects Maps

Figure 4.12: Comparison of time taken for
the algorithms to calculate their paths on
the smaller sparse objects map

Figure 4.13: Comparison of calculated
path length for the algorithms on the
smaller sparse objects map

Metrics AS DNN GS NN
Time (seconds) 7.828 0.787 7.780 0.790
Length (cells) 302.12 263.36 252.18 265.38

Table 4.5: Average results for small sparse objects map

Figure 4.14: Comparison of time taken for
the algorithms to calculate their paths on
the larger sparse objects map

Figure 4.15: Comparison of calculated
path length for the algorithms on the
larger sparse objects map

Metrics AS DNN GS NN
Time (seconds) 210.460 20.837 206.836 20.379
Length (cells) 885.82 804.32 752.44 804.66

Table 4.6: Average results for big sparse objects map
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Similar to the noise maps, the algorithms split into two groups in terms of time
taken to calculate their paths. DNN and NN took significantly less time than the
AS and GS algorithms. The AS and GS algorithms took approximately ten times as
long to complete their calculations compared to DNN and NN. The split between AS
and GS, and DNN and NN as well as the ratio of performance difference between the
sets of algorithms is approximately the same on both the smaller and bigger map.
The time metric graphs for these maps can be seen in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.14.

The GS algorithm performed best in terms of path length (Figure 4.13, Fig-
ure 4.15), however on the smaller map it is by a slim margin. On the smaller map,
both the DNN and NN algorithms performed nearly as well, and AS produced the
longest paths by a notable amount. On the larger map GS performed best by a
more substantial amount. DNN and NN performed on average almost equally well,
producing longer paths than GS but shorter paths than AS. AS produced the longest
paths on both the smaller and the bigger map.



Chapter 5

Analysis and Discussion

There are different aspects of the experiment that can be analyzed and this chapter
is therefore split into two sections. The first section details the trends found from
the data in the Results section while the second section discusses some of the choices
made in this experiment and how they might have affected the end result.

5.1 Data Analysis

For all of the algorithms the time was measured from the start of the algorithm
function to when the patch was completed from the start node to the end node. The
parts of each algorithm that used A* path calculations were therefore included in
their time to calculate paths.

The data varied on all the maps but some trends could be found. One of these
trends is the variance in the results of the DNN algorithm on the metric of time. On
all maps except the sparse object maps the DNN algorithm had a large gap between
its shortest and fastest time to calculate its path. The result is predictable due to
the simplicity and blindness of the DNN algorithm. The algorithm created a path to
the closest node and then looked for closer nodes along the path it had created. If it
found a closer node it would create a path to that node instead. The process meant
that the algorithm’s performance would vary depending on how the goal nodes are
placed. If they are placed in the least optimal way, the algorithm would be forced
to create paths that spanned the same areas of the map multiple times and connect
to the final goal node at a position very far away from the end node. In the best
case scenario the nodes would be placed in a way where the created paths hardly
ever overlapped if at all, and the goal node that is visited last is located near the end
node.

The other three algorithms are more consistent in their results on the time metric.
The NN algorithm is the fastest at calculating its path in every scenario except the
smaller sparse objects map, and the reason it is not fastest on this map is likely due
to a background process that is running in windows at that time of the experiment.
The reason NN performed best on the metric of time was because it had very few
calculations it needed to do to create its path. It created a path to the closest node
until it reached the final goal node, and then created a path to the end node. Every
other algorithm has a more complex method for choosing which node to move to
resulting in longer calculation times. On the maps with fewer obstacles DNN is
comparable to NN in its calculation time, being only slightly slower.
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The AS and GS algorithms are significantly slower than NN on all maps, and are
on average slower than DNN. They are only faster than DNN on the large labyrinth
map, where DNN performed particularly bad. AS and GS generally has similar per-
formance, requiring about five to ten times as long to calculate their paths compared
to NN. GS created paths marginally faster than AS on every map, making AS the
slowest algorithm of them all.

On all of the maps, the GS algorithms performed best on the metric of path
length. GS’ dominant performance is likely because GS is the only algorithm to take
into account all of the goal nodes in its decision of what paths to make instead of
calculating paths from node to node starting from the start node all the way to the
end node. It could therefore make more informed decisions about how to create the
shortest paths compared to the other algorithms which instead calculated paths from
one node at a time.

NN and AS created the longest paths of the four algorithms. Which of the two
algorithms that produced the shorter paths of the two varied depending on the map,
with them being split evenly at three maps each. NN produced longer path than
AS on both of the labyrinth maps as well as the larger noise map. It created paths
between nodes that covered the same area of the labyrinth multiple times. Due to
distance to the goal node not telling much about how long the path would be to it
when the goal points are in a labyrinth, the NN algorithm does a poor job deciding
what order to visit the goal nodes. AS has the advantage of comparing path lengths
instead and can therefore pick the shortest paths. However AS still has to calculate
a large amount of paths, and does not take into account the larger context of the
node positions, only what is the shortest path from the current node, meaning it is
still often going to yield sub-optimal paths as seen in its results.

The result for the DNN algorithm is between the two extremes, leaning slightly
closer to the superior results of GS than to AS and NN. It had the ability to change
its mind about what node to move to after an initial choice if it found a closer node
along its path. With this in mind it is clear why it produced shorter paths than the
NN algorithm which did not have that ability.

5.2 Experiment Analysis

In this work it was decided that A* was to be used to calculate the paths for all of
the tested algorithms. A* is selected because it is an algorithm that is commonly
known and highly regarded. If another algorithm had been chosen the results would
likely have changed, either in a positive or negative way. The decision to pick A* is
not considered to be a deciding factor in what conclusions could be drawn from the
experiment however, because the focus is to compare the four node-sorting algorithms
with each other, and they all used the same pathfinding algorithm. The same ratios
between them on the metrics of performance and path length would likely have been
found regardless of which pathfinding algorithm had been selected.

The implementation of DNN that is used, calculated a path via A* to the closest
goal node, and then selected ten cells along that path that are equally spaced apart.
From each of these nodes distances are calculated to all the untraversed goal nodes.
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If any of these goal nodes is closer than the initially selected node, a path is made
to that node instead. The way the nodes along the initial path are chosen meant
that potentially goal nodes that are close enough to be selected could be missed if
the point on the path that they are close to is not one of the ten chosen points.





Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

Through analyzing the gathered data the research questions could be successfully an-
swered. To answer the question "Which node-sorting algorithm requires the shortest
amount of time to calculate paths on average?", it is found that the algorithm that
on average took the shortest time to calculate its paths is the Nearest Neighbor al-
gorithm. The conclusion is predictable due to the algorithm being short and less
complex compared to the other three algorithms. It did not take into account many
details in its calculations. It looked at distances while the other algorithms all have
more complex steps. The relative simplicity of the process did however lead to the
NN algorithm nearly always calculating sub-optimal paths, often longer path than
the other algorithms.

The second research question that is asked was "Which node-sorting algorithm
calculates the shortest paths on average?". The GS algorithm was found to be the
best in this regard. On every map that is tested the GS algorithm calculated the
shortest paths on average by a notable margin. The GS algorithm has the advantage
of being the only algorithm that uses the context of all the goal nodes’ positions
when calculating its paths. The other three algorithms did their calculations from a
"current node" to a "next node" continuously until the path is complete while the GS
algorithm instead looked at all the goal nodes and created the shortest paths out of all
possible paths until the full path is complete. The algorithm is not without its faults
however. The GS algorithm is one of the slowest algorithms to do its calculations.
The only algorithm that is slower than GS is AS, and that is only by a small amount.

There is no algorithm that performed best on both metrics, however some con-
clusions can be drawn on which algorithm that might be the most efficient to choose
if both metrics are important. The DNN algorithm is the second fastest algorithm
on nearly every map. It performed very slowly on the larger labyrinth map however
which indicates that it is not suited to maps of that type. DNN is only slightly
slower than NN while at the same time calculating relatively short paths on average,
beating out both the AS and NN algorithms in terms of path length on every map
except the larger labyrinth. For this reason, the DNN algorithm is the recommended
algorithm of choice if both time and path length are important factors, so long as
the map is not a labyrinth type map. The DNN algorithm performed badly on maps
that were dense with obstacles. If there was only a single way to reach between a
point A to a point B, the DNN algorithm often creates paths in a sub-optimal time
because it is forced to create paths that span the same area multiple times. However,
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on maps where the obstacles are more sparse, and there are more than one way to
reach a point B from a point A, the DNN algorithm is the best choice when both
time and path length are important. The AS algorithm is proven to perform badly
on both of the metrics. It is the slowest algorithm on average on every map except
the large labyrinth, and produced the longest paths on half the maps and the second
longest paths on the other half. Therefore it is not recommended to use AS if either
of the metrics is an important factor.

To continue research on this topic more algorithms can be tested in similar envi-
ronments. The research around multi-goal pathfinding in environments with obsta-
cles is particularly sparse and many questions are still open in this area. There are
a number of well known algorithms used in the Travelling Salesman Problem that
are not tested in this thesis and that may have produced more efficient results on
one or both of the metrics tested. Another aspect that could be tested is the effect
of using another pathfinding algorithm than A* to calculate the final paths for the
tested algorithms. A* is used because it is a well known and respected pathfinding
algorithm, but there may be cases when other pathfinding algorithms yield superior
results in terms of time or path length. Finally, as mentioned in the Experiment
Analysis section, the DNN algorithm could have been implemented differently to
enhance its ability in finding untraversed goal nodes that are closer along the calcu-
lated paths. The fact that only ten points are looked at limited the chances of the
algorithm finding nearby goal nodes.
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Appendix A
Supplemental Information

Figure A.1: Visual example of the A* algorithm
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Appendix B
Maps

Figure B.1: Bigger noise map, with size of 300x300 pixels.
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Figure B.2: Bigger randomized map, with size of 300x300 pixels.
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Figure B.3: Bigger labyrinth map, with size of 301x301 pixels.
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